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Company founded in 2009

Privately held - by the founding team

Profitable from day one and financially stable

VIVID Infotech Software solutions Pvt Ltd. helps enterprises build customized solutions around Web, Mobile and Software technologies.
We intend to create tangible value for our customers by developing bespoke applications by understanding their business objectives.
VIVID takes pride in working with diverse and extraordinary set of customers handling challenging assignments. We assist them to gain
a competitive edge by continuously improving web based business. Our experience allows us to analyze your needs quickly and thus
deliver on our promises faster than our competitors, at a reasonable costs.
We have architected several large websites and portals receiving millions of visitors per month. Many mobile apps created by us are
popular on iOS and Android marketplaces.

VIVID Infotech is a global company with offices in USA, Middle East and offshore delivery center in Chennai, India.

VIVID ensures that you get to choose from a great pool of certified and seasoned developers/programmers whenever you need to scale up on
software development for shorter-term as well as long term professional commitments. We have helped software companies deliver mission
critical projects on a wide range of web, mobile, cloud, ecommerce and enterprise technologies with on-site as well as off-site support. To help
our off-site developers be an integral part of your teams, we have a designed closed loop communication process aided with the latest video
conferencing and communication systems.

THE PROJECT METHODOLOGY &
THE PROCESS OVERVIEW
Release Planning
Each point release is broken down into weekly sprints, story
elaboration will be completed by a Technical Lead & QA Lead, the
features and story points will be estimated by customer and Technical
leads and the Project manager will develop and publish the iteration
plan

Iteration Planning
Feature is broken down into stories and prioritized. The effort estimation
is done and iteration planning is done in week 1. Changes, if any, as
and when they come will be updated. Every iteration will be broken
down once again at the task level on a weekly basis

Monitoring and control
End of day progress updates from every team member to the Project
manager, registering and updating of action items in the Project
Management tool and review will happen to have a tight monitoring and
control over the process.

Iterative with short cycles enabling
fast verification and corrections
Time bound integration cycles

People Oriented

Cooperative & Communication
working Style

Incremental & Convergent
approach that minimizes risk and
facilitates functional additions

Modularity at development process
level

Agile Project Review Checklist
Our Agile checklist is a very effective in monitoring and controlling project schedules. Here is an overview of some useful pointers
End of Day (EOD) progress updates from every team member to Project Manager
Daily standup meetings to be attended mandatorily without fail

Action Item Register to be maintained and updated after every meeting in Project Management tool
All deliverables to have independent review tasks
Approval process to be enforced through Project Management tool
Project Manager to publish Agile Process Review Checklist to senior management weekly

Fixed Bid
Under this business model, we ensure quality delivery of the final product within a pre-scheduled timeframe, and
you pay a mutually agreed fixed price for the project implementation.

When to use
When your requirements are clear and defined in detail.

When you want to determine the exact budget in advance.

Time & Material (T&M)
When the project Scope, Specifications and implementation plans cannot be precisely defined at the outset or
requirements change dynamically during the project implementation process. Pricing is based on direct labor hours
at specified fixed hourly rates.

When to use
When your requirements are not clear or are expected to change.
When you want a fixed and dedicated team.
When you want the resources to be controlled directly.

Retainer/ODT
Retainer/Offshore Dedicated Team operation is a perfect solution for business wishing to augment their software
development productivity without bearing too much of additional expenses like hiring extra staff or investing into
other resources.

Advantages
Reduction in internal administrative overheads.
Reduction in time-frame to hire such resources.
The customer is the manager of developers and is able to manage their offshore team in the correct way

Case study
Project Name: Jupiter water trial
Project Overview:
The Jupiter Waterway Trail is a series of trails that connect the Loxahatchee River,
Intracoastal Waterway and Jupiter Inlet. These legs and off-shoots create a natural
playground of eco- tourism activities, from kayaking and stand-up paddle boarding
to snorkeling, boating, fishing, and diving. It also has several adjacent natural
areas that encourage “near-water” activities like hiking, biking, beaching and
enjoying wildlife, such as bird-watching.
This mobile guide maps eco-tourism routes, stops, launches, natural areas, and
sights along and connected to the Jupiter Waterway Trail. The app allows you to
save your routes and share them among your users and friends to create your own
series of trails and adventures. The app is navigation based and will present a map
that will help eco-tourists identify launch and entry points, points of interest along
Jupiter’s scenic waterways, and vendors and businesses that support eco-tourism
activities.

Technologies used
Mobile versions:
IOS: IOS SDK starting from 7
Supported devices: I-phone 5 series, i-phone 6+, I-phone 6+, I-PAD’s
Admin/Back End: PHP, My SQL DB, REST API’s

Case study
Project Name: Condocentric
Project Overview:
Elia Associates Professional Corporation, Barristers and Solicitors, is a unique law
firm that focuses primarily on providing a full range of legal services to
condominium corporations throughout Ontario, including common expense
collection, Condominium Act (Ontario) interpretation, appropriate dispute
resolution, civil litigation, Tarion warranty claims and day-to-day operation issues,
such as rules, policy and procedure development and implementation. We are
condocentric!
From our condominium law focus, our team of lawyers is able to address corporate
and commercial law, civil litigation, employment law, human rights law and real
estate law matters both within and outside the condominium context. In addition to
litigated dispute resolution, our lawyers are committed to finding the most
appropriate dispute resolution method available, and to work with condominium
corporations to address conflicts with a view to avoiding costly disputes.

Technologies used
Mobile versions:
Android SDK 2.3 and above
Phone Gap
IOS: IOS SDK starting from 7
Supported devices: I-phone 5 series, i-phone 6+, I-phone 6+, I-PAD’s

Highly motivated team with skill sets spanning from consulting to deployment
One of the most “tech-savvy” services companies in India

Track Record of building Enterprise class software ground up from
India
Cutting edge products in emerging technologies such as SOA/Web
services
Products from scratch such as Accounting, CRM, Contract
Management, ERP
Strong understanding Middleware and Infrastructure software

Sensible, lightweight process with proven transitioning ability
All customer implementations are reference-able
In-depth understanding of customer problems
Very High Performance/Price ratio and reliability
Unlock the value of your team with the offshore model

Mission - Customer relationships drive growth
Start small – Build confidence, relationship

Testimonials
VIVID infotech is a great company to work with. They helped us bring the impossible to life and delivered first class service along the way.
Their technical savvy and expertise is just what we were looking for to make Smart Phone Records happen. Thanks again, we couldn't
have done it without you guys.

Damion Hollomon, CEO/Founder - SmartPhoneRecords, LLC

VIVID provided in-depth analysis of the software requirements for development of three inimitable crowd funding sites. The three websites
are peerless and allow crowd funders to meet their investment objectives. VIVID give me timely meetings to refine the requirements and
freeze the specs. On the other hand, Mubarak would make sure the team is fully flushing out the deliverables in a timely manner I would
highly recommend Vivid for any project development

EL Mazyck - Spot Crowd Projects
VIVID provided in-depth analysis of the software requirements for development of three inimitable crowd funding sites. The three websites
are peerless and allow crowd funders to meet their investment objectives. VIVID give me timely meetings to refine the requirements and
freeze the specs. On the other hand, Mubarak would make sure the team is fully flushing out the deliverables in a timely manner I would
highly recommend Vivid for any project development

Peter Byrne, CEO - Crashboxx Telematics
I work with VIVID on a regular basis for both small projects and entire websites. My experience with them has been positive

Mark Stein, Owner - Virtual Inc

